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ABSTRACT
Analysis of Long-Term Utah Temperature Trends Using Hilbert-Haung Transforms
Brent H. Hargis
Department of Civil Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
We analyzed long-term temperature trends in Utah using a relatively new signal
processing method called Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD). We evaluated the available
weather records in Utah and selected 52 stations, which had records longer than 60 years, for
analysis. We analyzed daily temperature data, both minimum and maximums, using the EMD
method that decomposes non-stationary data (data with a trend) into periodic components and
the underlying trend. Most decomposition algorithms require stationary data (no trend) with
constant periods and temperature data do not meet these constraints. In addition to identifying
the long-term trend, we also identified other periodic processes in the data.
While the immediate goal of this research is to characterize long-term temperature trends
and identify periodic processes and anomalies, these techniques can be applied to any time series
data to characterize trends and identify anomalies. For example, this approach could be used to
evaluate flow data in a river to separate the effects of dams or other regulatory structures from
natural flow or to look at other water quality data over time to characterize the underlying trends
and identify anomalies, and also identify periodic fluctuations in the data. If these periodic
fluctuations can be associated with physical processes, the causes or drivers might be discovered
helping to better understand the system.
We used EMD to separate and analyze long-term temperature trends. This provides
awareness and support to better evaluate the extremities of climate change. Using these methods
we will be able to define many new aspects of nonlinear and nonstationary data. This research
was successful and identified several areas in which it could be extended including data
reconstruction for time periods missing data. This analysis tool can be applied to various other
time series records.

Keywords: Hilbert, HHT, Hilbert Haung, Hilbert Haung Transforms, Statistics, Time Series,
Weather Stations, Transforms, Signal Analysis, Fourier Transforms, Wavelet Transforms,
Multivariate Analysis, Climatological, Intrinsic Mode Function, Empirical Mode Decomposition,
IMF, EMD, Instantaneous Phase, Instantaneous Frequency, Residue
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement
We used a relatively new signal processing algorithm, Empirical Mode Decomposition

(EMD) (Haung and Shen 2005) to separate and analyze long-term trends in daily temperature
data. The EMD decomposes nonlinear and nonstationary data [nonstationary behaviors includes
trends, cycles with varying periods, random walks or combinations of the three (Investopedia
2009)] into periodic components and the underlying trend.
While the immediate goal of this research is to characterize long-term temperature trends,
our long-term goal is to apply these techniques to other environmental time series data to
characterize trends and identify anomalies. For example, this approach could be used to evaluate
flow data in a river to separate the effects of dams or other regulatory structures from natural
flow or to look at other water quality data over time to both characterize the underlying trends
and identify anomalies, but also identify periodic fluctuations in the data. If these periodic
fluctuations can be identified, the causes or drivers might be discovered helping to better
understand the system.

1.2

Gaps in Research
The application of signal analysis techniques to the earth science data has typically

required significant assumptions that may or may not be valid for the data sets being analyzed.
For example, most approaches to periodic signal analysis assume the data are stationary and
1

follows linear patterns (Nowark, et al. 2010) (Hee-Seok, et al. 2003). Both of these assumptions
are commonly violated by earth science data. Various methods are used to deal with these
constraints, such as averaging or various transforms to linearize the data (You, et al. 2013).
While these approaches work, the non-linear (trends) and phase variations in periodic functions
cannot be analyzed as these features are removed from the data prior to analysis.
For many environmental systems we have historic data that have been gathered and
recorded and are available to be interpreted. One essential concept is to select the appropriate
analysis approach to characterize the correct processes. For example, using the frequency of the
separated components of the signal often uses frequency analysis methods to separate and
analyze periodic processes in the signal. The limits of these types of analysis methods are often
the cause for criticism, which can lead to a skeptical viewpoint upon the constructed outcome
and in turn on the use of signal processing techniques for earth science data. The classic example
of this is applying Fourier Transform analysis to earth science data, which typically have varying
periods. Fourier Transform assumes that any signal can be recreated from the summation of
sinusoidal functions each of which comprises a distinctive frequency. This requires that all the
period processes represented in the data have continuous amplitudes and phases. If these
assumptions are not honored, results may be skewed and have errors. The EMD relaxes many of
the constraints that are inherently difficult to meet with earth science data and can work with
nonlinear and nonstationary datasets.
EMD is a data driven method (empirical) for data analysis that does not assume
stationarity or periodicity. It produces various time-varying components and a long-term trend
for the data using empirical methods rather than theoretical methods. EMD has been applied to
temperature series data by generally looking at identifying various processes in the data

2

(Fauchereau, Pegram and Sinclair 2008) (Coughlin and Tung 2004) (Srikanthan, et al. 2011)
(Haung and Schmitt 2013) but application to other earth science data sets is limited.

1.3

Objectives
The objective of this research is to apply the EMD method to Utah temperature data and to

separate out and characterize the long-term temperature trends. These trends could be the result
of natural variability, anthropogenic warming, or other anthropogenic issues such as urban heat
islands that impact some weather stations. By separating the trends from the data, we may be
able to correlate areas with each other and identify potential influences. However, this in-depth
analysis is not a current objective, but would constitute follow-on work. One example of
processes that may be present in long-term trends is heat islands. On sunny days, the sun can
heat dry, exposed urban surfaces, such as roofs and pavement, to temperatures 50–90°F (27–
50°C) hotter than the air, while shaded or moist surfaces—often in more rural surroundings—
remain close to air temperatures. Surface urban heat islands are typically present day and night,
but tend to be strongest during the day when the sun is shining (EPA 2014) and continue to retain
heat through the night. The development of urban areas can influence the long-term trends in the
temperature data if the recording station is located in an area that was developed after the
temperature record started. As an example, Figure 1.3-1 shows a thermal image of the Salt Lake
City Utah area. This figure clearly shows how the warming patterns increase as you approach the
center of the city that is more built up than other areas (EPA 2014).

3

Figure 1.3-1 A satellite image of Salt Lake City showing the heat island effect. Blue are cool temperatures and
reds are hotter.

In addition to separating the long-term trends, the EMD process also separates other,
independent periodic processes in the data. In the results section we show how these components
can be used to identify cyclic patterns, such as those associated with large-scale weather events
such as El Niño. We did a preliminary analysis by matching the known periods of these events
with periods in the various components that had been separated from the data.
The process for data analysis is shown in Figure 1.3-2.

Collect Data

Trim Data

• Define Area of
Interest
• Create Mapping
Element

• Cygwin Code
• Tracking Charts

Develop/Apply
MatLab Code
• Adapt EMD/IMF
Code
• Post Processing
• EMD/IMF

Identify
Plausible
Results
• IMF's for High
Temperature
Data
• IMF's for Low
Temperature
Data

Figure 1.3-2 Method of research
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Additional
Analysis
• Cross Spectral
• Auto Spectral
• Principal
Component
Analysis
• Hilbert Spectral
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2.1

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Time Series Data Analysis
Time series data can be decomposed by various processes into subsets that when

recombined result in the original series. This decomposition can be used to identify processes or
information that may be useful. As noted above, one method for signal decomposition is the use
of Fourier Transforms. Fourier Transforms separate the data into a set of sine waves, which can
indicate the frequency of processes that may be present in the data. However as discussed earlier,
this assumes that the processes in the data are periodic with a constant phase. If this is not the
case a Fourier Transform will still provide a set of signals that can be combined to re-create the
original data. The accuracy of this reproduction depends on the number of series used. Wavelet
analysis uses a similar approach, but rather than combinations of sine waves, wavelet analysis
uses simple functions (or wavelets) as the basis for decomposition. Both of these approaches
choose the basis function for decomposition “a priori.” EMD uses an empirical method to
decompose the data that depends on the data itself. The decomposition is “learned” from the
data, rather than choosing a basis function a priori. Application of EMD results in a finite (10s)
number of components that when added together exactly re-create the original data. These
components (or intrinsic mode functions [IMFs]) can often be associated with specific physical
processes. As noted, traditional data-analysis methods, such as Fourier Transforms and wavelets
rely on linear and stationary assumptions (Nowark, et al. 2010) meaning that the decomposition
of nonlinear or non-stationary signals can produce artifacts.
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2.1.1

Fourier Transforms
One of the most popular and well-known transformation methods for time series data

analysis is the Fourier Transform devised by Joseph Fourier in the early 1800s. Fourier analysis
assumes that any signal can be recreated as a summation of sinusoidal functions. One of the
limiting factors of this approach is the assumption that the basic periods are stationary or do not
change with time (Oxford University Press 2014). An additional limitation is that the frequency
of each sinusoidal function must be time-independent. Therefore Fourier analysis is able to
construct stationary data only, which in signal processing means the frequency of the signal
being analyzed is assumed to not change with time. Lastly Fourier Transforms make the
assumption that the sine waves used to explain a signal are infinite in degree. This means that
you may not exactly reproduce the original signal but can get subjectively close using additional
components. This is how using large sets of sine functions reproduces non-stationary data. It has
been shown that any given signal can be reconstructed with enough functions – however these
representations do not provide insight into the underlying non-linear or non-stationary periodic
processes in the data.

2.1.2

Wavelet Transforms
Wavelets have been introduced in recent years to analyze non-stationary and nonlinear

data. Wavelet analysis was not designed for nonlinear data although with the selection of proper
basis functions, this method will work in examining non-stationary data. Unfortunately, in most
real systems, either natural or even man-made ones, the data are most likely to be both nonlinear
and non-stationary, which once again leaves this transformation system lacking for real world
problems. As with Fourier analysis, using an infinite number of basis functions, any signal can
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be reproduced, but the individual components do not necessarily represent actual processes
present in the signal.
The Wavelet Transform has multiple constraints that must be met. The typical approach
discussed in literature makes the time series into stationary data by normalizing the signal using
the variance and mean (Hee-Seok, et al. 2003). Wavelets decompose signals using basis
functions or short patterns (similar to sine waves in Fourier analysis, but can be of arbitrary
shapes). Selecting the appropriate basis function is an additional requirement of the Wavelet
Transform analysis as the basis function is selected “a priory.” The Wavelet Transform uses the
basis function to sift out underlying patterns from the original signal. These basis functions must
be chosen “a priori” and are not based on the data. If unsuitable basis functions are used to
analyze a signal, it will result in errors that can lead to ambiguous products if the wavelet basis
functions do not match the underlying physical processes.

2.2

2.2.1

Proposed Method of Time Series Analysis

Empirical Mode Decomposition
The EMD decomposes a signal using data driven (or empirical) methods that do not

require the assumptions of a stationary or linear signal. This approach can reveal the detailed
dynamics in the processes. The EMD decomposes the signal into independent components,
which may or may not represent physical processes and in addition the Hilbert-Haung Transform
(HHT) can be used with the individual components. The HHT provides a method to compute the
instantaneous frequency changes within one oscillation cycle (Haung and Shen 2005) that allows
for the non-constant phase while providing the analyst with some insight on the dominant
frequency present in the component.
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The full HHT, which includes the EMD step, analyzes data in two steps:
1. First the signal is separated into components using the EMD algorithms
2. Then each component is subject to a spectral analysis using the HHT algorithm
The full HHT process is an empirically based data-analysis method. Its basis used to
decompose the signals is adaptive, so in general the components can be physically meaningful
representations of data from nonlinear and non-stationary processes. The HHT approach is not
linear in nature and differs from past approaches for analyzing time series data that assume the
underlying data are linear and continuous, which is well suited to earth science data. The benefit
of being adaptive has a price: the difficulty of laying a firm theoretical foundation (Haung and
Shen 2005).

2.3

HHT Description
The use of HHT provides a spectral analysis method to identify independent periodic

components and the long-term trend in time series data. This method will describe nonstationary
data. Equation 2.3-1 displays the Hilbert transform, 𝛿(𝑡) which is used to compute the

instantaneous frequency of a component that can be written for any function x (t) of Lp class. The
PV denotes Cauchy’s principle value integral (Haung and Shen 2005).
1

∞ 𝑥(𝜏)

(2.3-1)

𝐻[𝑥(𝑡)] ≡ 𝛿(𝑡) = 𝜋 𝑃𝑉 ∫−∞ 𝑡−𝜏 𝑑𝜏
Where

𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡) + 𝑖𝛿(𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡)𝑒 𝑖𝜃(𝑡)

(2.3-2)

𝐴(𝑡) = √𝑥 2 + 𝛿 2

(2.3-3)

𝛿

𝜃(𝑡) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 �𝑥 �
𝑖 = √−1

(2.3-4)
(2.3-5)
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From this relationship we are able to define A (t) & 𝜃(𝑡) as the instantaneous amplitude

and phase functions. Therefore the instantaneous frequency can then be written as the time
derivative of the instantaneous phase, which is defined by the following Equation 2.3-6.
𝜔=

𝑑𝜃(𝑡)

(2.3-6)

𝑑𝑡

Because the amplitude and frequency functions are expressed as functions of time, the
Hilbert spectra, which display the relative amplitude or energy (square of amplitude)
contributions for a certain frequency at a specific time, can be constructed as H (𝜔, t). Then, a
marginal spectrum can be calculated as in Equation 2.3-7, where the spectrum is summed over
the time domain of 0 and T (Haung and Shen 2005).
𝑇

(2.3-7)

ℎ(𝜔) = ∫0 𝐻(𝜔, 𝑡)𝑑𝑡

The marginal spectrum represents the sum of all amplitudes (energies) over the entire

data span (Haung and Shen 2005).

2.4

Summary of Signal Analysis Methods
To summarize the difference in the methods used for signal decomposition the following

Table 2.4-1 is presented (Haung and Shen 2005).
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Table 2.4-1 Differentiation of signal analysis methods summary
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3

3.1

SOFTWARE RESOURCES USED

CYGWIN
Cygwin is an Unix-like environment and command-line interface for Microsoft Windows.

Cygwin provides native integration of Windows-based applications, data, and other system
resources with applications, software tools, and data of the Unix-like environment (Vinschen
2014). Unix tools are well suited to handle massive amounts of data required for this research.
These tools were used to:
1. Create a vector of data with no missing days
2. Replace NaN’s, T, M, or S variables within the data
a. Note: The variables listed above will be fully detailed in the Implementation
section

3.2

MATLAB

MATLAB is a high-level language and interactive environment for numerical computation,
visualization, and programming. MATLAB allows you to analyze data, develop algorithms,
create models and applications (Mathworks 2014). MATLAB was chosen as the best tool to
complete the computational portion of our research. Additionally code to compute Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EMD) and create the resulting Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF) was
available for MATLAB. We used MATLAB EMD functions as supplementary scripts.
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MATLAB users produce the supplementary scripts then share the code through a file exchange
(Math Works INC. 2014).
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4

4.1

IMPLEMENTATION

Study Area
The data used in this research were selected by evaluating meteorological stations in the

State of Utah. Selected stations needed to have a record of about sixty years or more and include
daily values of high and low temperatures. We only used weather stations that were official
National Weather Service (NWS) observation stations (National Weather Service, 2014).
Criteria for dataset selection

4.2

•

Must have ~60 years or more of data available

•

Must have daily data

•

Must be a valid or accredited source (NWS)

Data Collection
Utah has 553 weather-recording stations (ESRI 14). Though data are generally available

from these sites, the validity of the recorded information comes into question. From these
original 553 sites, only 182 were official sites that met the data quality constraint we imposed.
These 182 sites are operated by a COOP effort (Utah State University 2014). Of these 182 sites,
52 sites had data records of 60 years or more. These sites were selected for analysis (Utah State
University 2014).
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4.2.1

Utah State University/Utah Climate Center
Utah State University archives the recorded climatological data for all 553 stations. These

data are available for user download and viewing from a centralized website. Using this site we
obtained data for the final 52 sites selected for analysis. The process of acquiring these data will
be detailed in the following figures (Utah State University 2014).
Figure 4.2-1 presents a portrayal of all the weather-recording sites in Utah that have data
for download. We can interactively select each site of interest based upon the length of data that
is shown for the location. After the site has been selected a list is created on the right-hand side
of the page under the tab “Selected Stations.” This list queues the sites for download. Only ten
sites could be downloaded at a time. As a result we retained careful chronicles of locations
processed so that rework was not an issue.

Figure 4.2-1 Weather network stations available in Utah
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Each station is downloaded as a zip-file from the website. This process of downloading
data uses an email account to transfer the file. The data are not actually acquired at this point,
rather the user provides the site/sites selected, then an email will be generated with the file
material requested in a zip format (separate zip file per location). An image of this process
(Figure 4.2-2) shows the result after the initial selections are designated along with selecting the
“Customize Reports” tab.

Figure 4.2-2 Report customization for desired weather station locations

To support future research we downloaded all of the available data for each site, not just
high and low temperature, by selecting all of the observed field data under the “Daily” tab.
The final step in the download process is to generate the report by selecting the button on
the lower right hand side of the web page. The site generates the report based on your criteria
and then emails it to you. This process can take some time to complete based on the complexity
and availability of the data requested.
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Figure 4.2-3 shows the report generation tab. This figure shows two selected sites and
under each of these sites there are three buttons. The first represents the zip file download that
will download the entire file and is marked on the page as “Download CSV.” This download
option initiates a popup dialog box that will appear requesting an email address where you would
prefer the file be received. The second is a quick view button that will open another window tab
in your web explorer with the first 100 rows of the record listed. These results can be somewhat
limiting because of the 100-row limit. We do not recommend this option unless you need to have
a quick look at the beginning of the series to see if the information is accurate or not. This could
have been useful to our research to identify issues in data that was incomplete although still met
our other requirements for download. The third option is available in case you have made an
error by entering the same site twice; it is a cancel button, which allows you to discard this report
generation request.

Figure 4.2-3 Individual request for files to download from Utah State University Climate Data website

4.2.2

Data Description
Within the records several non-numeric variables are used to represent various

conditions. The first variable is a “T” that is defined as a day where only trace amounts of rain
are recorded. The next variable was an “M” which means that for this day the record is not
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available or is missing. The final variable is an “S” which indicates when a row is processed as a
missing day by the centralized recording system (Utah State University, 2014).

4.2.3

Station Mapping
We used GIS to produce a map of the stations selected to gain a better depiction of the

urban and rural weather-recording stations. This map will assist future research in identifying
stations that may have urban heat island effects or other spatial issues that could affect the longterm trend. Figure 4.2-4 shows our base map of the State of Utah (ESRI 14).

Figure 4.2-4 Base map of study region of interest created through ARCGIS

We added weather station locations to the base map shown in Figure 4.2-4. The results
are shown in Figure 4.2-5 (ESRI 14). This figure shows all the available 553 weather sites.
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Figure 4.2-5 Base map with additional weather station layer created in ARCGIS

The weather station layer was then used to create a map of the 52 sites selected for this
study. The selection is shown in Figure 4.2-6.

Figure 4.2-6 Weather station metadata included in layer added ready to be manipulated to display only study
sites

This step resulted in a map of the 52 stations used in this study shown in Figure 4.2-7.
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Figure 4.2-7 Base map with modified weather station list and additional layer to signify dense populations in
orange

Zip code area densities where used to better understand the relationship between
population density and weather station location. Each zip code area includes a boundary and an
included population (ESRI 14). These data were used to calculate a population density layer and
placed on the map to show population density around our weather stations. These results are
shown in Figure 4.2-8.

Figure 4.2-8Base map with modified weather station list, density in orange and additional layer with density
by zip code shown
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The following map presents the relationship between sites. A completed map with scale
and a Northern arrow marker is shown in Figure 4.2-9 (ESRI 14).

Figure 4.2-9 Map representing study area with all weather stations with data collected shown as well as
length of measurement available
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4.3

Data Preparation
Before using the downloaded data files in MATLAB, additional formatting was required.

The MATLAB software does not recognize anything non-numeric, so all the non-numeric
variables were removed. In addition to the non-numeric parameters, each data file contained
metadata that was removed before reading into MATLAB. An example of the metadata is shown
in Figure 4.3-1 (Utah State University 2014). The data preparation was done using shell-scripts
in Cygwin.

Figure 4.3-1 Downloaded data seen in raw format
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4.3.1

Cygwin Code
The Cygwin code used to prepare the data is shown in Figure 4.3-2.

Figure 4.3-2 Cygwin code as seen in screen shot from Notepad++

This code is the base basic version and was modified for specific stations or files. Initially
we tried to create a script that would loop over the various file names. However, this effort was
abandoned and each file was done manually due to small inconsistencies between the files.

4.3.2

Cygwin Code Explained
Shell scripts use the concept of “pipes” where the output of one command is “piped” into

the input of the next command. The script shown in Figure 4.3-2 uses this concept. The first
command “sed `1,13d`” deletes lines 1 to 13 of the file named “filenamewanted.csv” which
deletes the meta-data contained in the header. The results of this command are piped to the
second command “sed ‘s/,/ /g’” which replaces all the commas in the data with spaces. The
results are then piped to the third command “awk ‘{print $1, $8}’” which prints out columns 1,
22

5, and 6 that represent the time or data, the high, and the low temperature. The results are then
piped to the next three commands, which replace any instances of “M”, “S”, or “T” with “NaN”,
a value that MATLAB recognizes. Lastly the data are saved as the T.dat file. An example of the
final file is provided in Figure 4.3-3.

Figure 4.3-3 Downloaded data after conversion by Cygwin UNIX code ready for processing in MATLAB

Figure 4.3-3 shows the date in column 1, minimum (low) daily temperature in column 2,
and maximum (high) daily temperature in column 3. All other data have been removed, the
commas replaced with spaces, and any alphabetic codes replaced with NaNs. The date of record
is a numeric format based on a datum of January 1, 1900, so the number represents days since
01/01/1900.
To allow the user to track data, each “T.dat” was assigned a number designator that
represented the weather station. The relationship between file number and station is shown in
Table 4.3.2-1. This table also includes meta-data about the file such as data start date, data end
date, and number of years of data. Table 4.3.2-1 also presented the 52 weather stations used in
this research.
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Table 4.3-1 T.dat file map used to track files during the research process
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5

5.1

MATLAB PROCESSING

MATLAB Base Code
Where possible, we used existing MATLAB functions and code in this research (Math

Works INC. 2014) (Rilling 2007) (Ortigueira 2008). We also, where possible, generated
nonspecific code that could be customized to support other procedures. Figure 5.1 -1 presents
the MATLAB base code, rather than trying to automate all the processing, this base code was
slightly modified and run for different circumstances. This code shows functions for the initial
file loading and the EMD/IMF computations. A full copy of the base code with comments as
well as several variations is presented in Appendix A.

Figure 5.1-1 MATLAB base code used during our study to derive alternate coding options
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5.2

MATLAB Coding Lessons Learned
This section presents the challenges dealt with while setting up the basic code and

gathering results.

5.2.1

Linear Space Considerations
One of the first difficulties faced was to develop a vector that represented linear spacing

of the time. This means we needed to produce a vector that included all the days, with data
assigned to the days that had data and blanks associated with the days with no data. This was
required as most of the files had periods of missing data that were not filled in with NaN values.
The challenge was with using the “linspace” function within MATLAB. This function produces
linearly spaced vectors, but is not restricted to integer values such as days. It provides direct
control over the number of points in the range of interest (Mathworks 2014). The first attempt
produced incorrect results. The issue was related to “off by one” errors. An example of this part
of the code that worked incorrectly is shown in Figure 5.2-1.

Figure 5.2-1 Built-in use of linspace code initially used
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The final utilized code is represented in Figure 5.2-2. This code addressed the off-by-one
errors and resulted in the correct vector.

Figure 5.2-2 Manufactured code to regulate errors out of code caused by built-in MATLAB function linspace

We did not use the linspace command in the final code. Basic vector constructions in
MATLAB deal with integer valued vectors.
As noted, this was required to create a vector that incorporated all days associated with a
time series, even if there was missing data. For example, if for instance a file had a month
missing in a given year then this month would have values in the data column, but no values in
the minimum or maximum temperature columns. The code is demonstrated in Figure 5.2-3 using
a simple matrix for presentation purposes. This figure shows the creation of a vector with the
missing time values (4, 7, & 10) filled in.

Figure 5.2-3 Example of how the derivation of manufactured code
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The example shown in Figure 5.2-3 was the same process used to interpret and report for
missing data within the time series that were analyzed.

5.2.2

Interpolating for Missing Data Considerations
In addition to creating the continuous time vector, we needed to interpolate temperature

data to fill these missing temperature values prior to applying the EMD functions. We used the
built in MATLAB function interp1. This function interpolates missing data values (Mathworks
2014). An example of a site with missing data is the Bountiful Val-Verde weather station shown
in Figure 5.2-4.

Figure 5.2-4 Bountiful Val-Verda representing a large portion of data that is not accounted for during the
record

This image shows two sets of data with the first being in blue representing the original
temperature data and the second being in red representing the interpolated temperature data
produced from the function interp1. The interpolated data points are difficult to recognize
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because these points match the original data points so well. In this figure, the original data are
honored (interpolated values are the same), while the missing data are linearly interpolated
resulting in the straight-line portion of the graph. Figure 5.2-5 shows a close up image of the
same data. Notice that even at this magnified level the red interpolated data is barely visible.

Figure 5.2-5 Highly magnified image of the interpolation process completed (interpolated points in red),
taken from Bountiful Val-Verda dataset

The interp1 function provides a number of different interpolation schemes, including
splines, linear, and other approaches. Initially we used a spline for interpolation, but this caused
significant problems. We found that linear interpolation was best suited for the periodic
temperature data missing large sections. The issues we found are discussed in the next section.

5.2.3

Pitfalls of Using Cubic Spline & Get Spline
Interp1 has several methods of interpolation including cubic spline, nearest neighbor,

spline, or piecewise cubic. We initially explored each of these options, although these methods
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did not work for our data. The reason these other methods did not work is because they match
higher order derivatives in the data. If the last data point represented an increasing trend, then the
interpolated data would continue on this trajectory, then switch down, then back up. This
oscillation would result in values that were not physically possible (outside the historic
temperature range).
The supplementary scripts that are used must also be free of these other functions because
they will vary the information in the same manner described above. Some of the existing EMD
supplementary script was utilizing a “get spline” function that would produce parabolic end
results (Ortigueira 2008). This code was replaced with an extensive version of EMD code that
allowed interpolation to be designated by the user as linear (see base code: Calculate Intrinsic
Mode Function) (Rilling 2007).

5.3

MATLAB Empirical Mode Decomposition/Intrinsic Mode Function Analysis
Once the data were prepared, we applied the EMD function to the data to produce

Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF). As mentioned, this is an adaptive method based on the data. It
does not require any “a priori” assumptions required by other methods. The decomposition is
based on the data and can be described as “a posteriori” (a posteriori - relating to or denoting
reasoning or knowledge that proceeds from observations or experiences to the deduction of
probable causes (Oxford University Press 2014)). The decomposition is based on the simple
assumption that any data consists of different simple intrinsic modes of oscillations. (Haung and
Shen 2005)
EMD identifies the intrinsic oscillatory modes by their characteristic time scales in the
data empirically, and then decomposes the data into the corresponding IMF’s via a sifting
process. EMD decomposes an arbitrary dataset, whether they are linear, nonlinear or non30

stationary, into a set of IMFs. Instantaneous frequencies can then be calculated for each IMF.
These IMF’s may or may not represent an actual physical process or oscillation. However, in
many cases physical causes can be assigned to different IMF’s.
Assumptions about the EMD are as follows; (1) The signal has at least two extrema - one
maxima and one minima, (2) The characteristic time scale is defined by the time lapse between
the extrema, and (3) If the data is totally devoid of extrema but contained only inflection points,
then it can be differentiated one or more times to reveal the extrema. The instantaneous
frequencies then can be obtained by integration(s) of the components. (Haung and Shen 2005)

5.4

The Sifting Process
This EMD process attempts to breakdown signals into a limited set of IMF’s, whose

Hilbert transforms contribute the instantaneous frequency values. The procedure employs an
iterative sifting process that successively removes the local mean from the signal undergoing
decomposition.
The sifting process is defined as follows:
1. Determine the local extrema (maxima, minima) of the signal.
2. Connect the maxima with an interpolation function, creating an upper
envelope about the signal.
3. Connect the minima with an interpolation function, creating a lower envelope
about the signal.
4. Calculate the local mean as the point halfway between the upper and lower
envelopes.
5. Subtract the local mean from the signal.
6. Iterate on the residual until the change in lower than some preset limit
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An example of the sifting process is shown in Figure 5.4-1. The original data are depicted
in Figure 5.4-1(a). In Figure 5.4-1(b) the thin solid line, the dot-dashed lines represent the
envelopes, and the mean is the thick solid line. Figure 5.4-1(c) is the difference in between the
data and the mean, which is now subtracted from the original signal. This process continues until
the change is small.

Figure 5.4-1 Textbook example of the sifting process taking place upon recorded wind speed data

5.5

Examples of the sifting process
In this section we present three examples of the EMD/IMF shifting process. These

examples are all based on data from Escalante Utah. In each figure, the upper (red solid line) and
lower (blue solid line) envelopes are shown connecting the maxima/minima points. The mean is
shown as a red dashed line. The examples are in sequential order. Figure 5.5-1 shows the third to
the last IMF for Escalante high temperature data.
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Figure 5.5-1 Actual data results illustrating the sifting process taking place, third to the last IMF for
Escalante Utah

Figure 5.5-1 shows the upper and lower envelopes with the computed mean value (red
dashed line). Figure 5.5-2 shows the data after the local mean shown in Figure 5.5-1 has been
subtracted. Again the upper and lower envelopes are shown along with the new computed mean.

Figure 5.5-2 Actual results illustrating the sifting process taking place, second to the last IMF iteration for
Escalante Utah
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The sifting process is stopped by any of the following predetermined criteria: either when
the component cn or the residue rn becomes so small that it is less than the predetermined value
of substantial consequence, or when the residue rn becomes a monotonic function from which no
more IMFs can be extracted. Even for data with zero mean, the final residue still can be different
from zero. If the data have a trend, the final residue should be that trend (Haung and Shen 2005).
Figure 5.5-3 shows the final result, where the difference between the computed local
mean and the data is small. This represents the final IMF for this EMD process.

Figure 5.5-3 Actual data results depicting the final IMF result for Escalante Utah

This process results in a series of IMF’s, with the first extracted IMF’s representing high
frequency oscillations and the final IMF representing the underlying trend in the data. The
original data can be recomputed by adding all the IMFs.
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6

6.1

RESULTANT IMF ANALYSIS

Empirical Mode Decomposition/Intrinsic Mode Function Results Analysis
The missing data present challenges for signal decomposition and the results do contain

errors. Most of our sites did have some missing data records. We observed that up to a year of
missing values, has little impact on the final EMD/IMF interpolation, however significantly
longer periods of missing data can cause spurious results. To illustrate we present the analysis of
Scipio Utah. Scipio is missing approximately 500 days of data or slightly more than one year.
Figure 6.1-1 presents the original Scipio Utah data. These data have obvious yearly
cycles, with lows in the winter and highs in the summer. In this figure the missing data were
interpolated as described above.

Figure 6.1-1 Scipio Utah original signal missing approximately 500 days of data points
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Figure 6.1-2 presents the trend that was computed as a result of the sifting process being
applied to the Scipio Utah dataset.

Figure 6.1-2 End resultant IMF for Scipio Utah

While there was almost a year of missing data, this portion is not apparent in the
computed long-term trend. Our approach seems to account for this missing data in a reasonable
manner.
Another notable anomaly occurred because of bad or incorrect data. One example was the
data from the Wanship Dam weather station, which includes a data point that is obviously
entered incorrectly, shown in Figure 6.1-3. The incorrect data is the low value of about -53℃ that
is outside the physical range for this station.
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Figure 6.1-3 Wanship Dam Utah initial EMD/IMF iteration produced with 1 data point skewed resulting
from quality of data analyzed

6.2

Results
For this research, we were interested in the long-term trends as determined by the EMD.

The long-term trends are present in the final EMD/IMF. The extracted trend shows the nonstationary portion of the signal in the data. Based on the trends we found in our study we
identified four patterns in the long-term trends. These can be defined as increasing trend,
flat/linear trend, decreasing trend, or an oscillating trend. An increasing trend indicates a site that
has a warming temperature trend; a decreasing trend indicates a site that has a cooling
temperature trend; a flat trend would indicate little long-term change in the site over 60 years;
and an oscillating trend indicates that the long-term trend at a site is variable. Figure 6.2-1 shows
the long-term increasing/warming trend of about 1 degree in 60 years associated with the Veyo
PWR House site.
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Figure 6.2-1 Increasing/warming trend produced from Veyo PWR House dataset

An example of the flat trend is the trend from the Garfield Utah site shown in Figure 6.22. While this appears to be an increasing trend, the total change over 60 years is less the 0.07
degrees or essentially flat.

Figure 6.2-2 Garfield Utah end IMF result, flat trend due to minimal change over time
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Figure 6.2-3 shows an example of a decreasing/cooling trend for the Deer Creek Dam
location.

Figure 6.2-3 Decreasing/cooling trend produced by Deer Creek Dam IMF results

Finally the last type of IMF resultant is the oscillating trend shown in Figure 6.2-4. This
example is from the Dinosaur Quarry site.

Figure 6.2-4 Oscillating trend from the IMF results for Dinosaur Quarry Area Utah
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These four types of end results were found during the processing of our sites and they can
all be identified in Appendix D that depicts the results for each location.

6.3

Error Analysis
Each intrinsic mode represents a periodic function. The algorithm means that each will

have the same number of extrema and zero-crossings and be symmetric with respect to the “local
mean”. Until the final IMF (the trend) is separated, the remaining data represent several different
coexisting IMFs or components, all superimposing. At the end of the sifting process each of
these components will be represented by an IMF with the following definitions: (1) in the whole
dataset, the number of extrema and the number of zero-crossings must either equal or differ at
most by one, and (2) at any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by the local maxima
and the envelope defined by the local minima is zero. An IMF represents a simple oscillatory
mode as a counterpart to the simple harmonic function, but it is much more general: instead of
constant amplitude and frequency, as in a simple harmonic component, the IMF can have a
variable amplitude and frequency as functions of time (Haung and Shen 2005).
In applying the EMD to the data to produce the IMFs we identified several challenges.
One was if there were significant missing data being interpolated prior to analysis. In this case,
the interpolated data were linear and resulted in a loss of information on the underlying
oscillations.
An example of this problem is presented for of the site at Alta, Utah. Figure 6.3-1 shows
the original data that has been interpolated to define the missing values in two different locations.
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Figure 6.3-1 Alta Utah data after linear space considerations and interpolation

The following example uses the daily maximum temperature records. Figure 6.3-2 shows
that the curve indicates a temperature variance of about 325 degrees, a physical impossibility.
This is a result of the sifting process being confused by the interpolated data using a spline
interpolation. Splines try to continue the curves located at the beginning and end of the missing
period with improper results. The results in the regions where there are data appear reasonable.

Figure 6.3-2 Variance occurring due to sine wave conditions imposed by algorithm
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Figure 6.3-3 shows another intermediate IMF with large data ranges. Again, the IMF in
the portion of the signal where data exists appears correct, but the extracted IMF for the long
period of missing data is incorrect.

Figure 6.3-3 Progression of sinusoidal error perpetuated through the resulting IMF iterations

Figure 6.3-4 shows the final IMF or the long-term trend for the Alta Utah site This figure
shows a larger than expected change in the long-term temperature that does not accurately depict
the location. This anomalous change is a result of the error of missing values being carried
through during the calculation of the EMD algorithm. As these errors all result because of
missing data, some stations could not be accurately analyzed using this method. Either more
sophisticated data infilling (or estimating) processes should be used, or shorter time periods need
to be chosen.
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Figure 6.3-4Final resultant IMF produced from Alta Utah dataset with multiple missing values providing
large-scale variance in result
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7

CHARACTERIZING THE RESULTS

7.1

Discussion of Results
The majority of the results produced in this study appear to be valid without any obvious

error that could result from the time series data quality or the amount of missing data. To
illustrate some of the information that can be obtained through these techniques we will discuss a
few examples using the Escalante Utah site, which has about sixty years of data on record.
Escalante started recording for the National Weather Service in 1965. Escalante also provides a
unique opportunity in that the town itself is very small with limited population growth due to the
surrounding National and State parks in the area. Therefore in a sense this location can act as a
control of sorts as there has been little change over the last 60 years. A map of this area is
included in Figure 7.1-1.

Figure 7.1-1 Map depicting study control area of Escalante Utah based upon the surrounding landscape
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7.2

Escalante High Temperature Data
The standard viewing method of the EMD components is to plot each IMF starting with

the original signal on top, with subsequent IMFs below in a vertical format. This means the high
frequency components are at the top, with the lower frequency components following below.
The last plotted component is the data trend. Figure 7.2-1 shows the IMFs resulting from
processing the high temperature records for Escalante. Each IMF in this figure has been denoted
with an identifier, A1 through L1, for discussion.

Figure 7.2-1 Vertical standard method for analysis of resulting IMF's produced using Escalante Utah dataset
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The first panel, A1, is the original data recorded daily from 1965-2012. B1 is the IMF,
which results from the first decomposition. The first IMF represents high frequency noise in the
data, as this panel appears to do. The sifting process continues, with each IMF being subtracted
from the original data before separating out the next IMF. As can be seen, frequency of the
components decreases down the page.
The first IMF that appears to represent a physical process is H1. Figure 7.2-2 provides
detail on the H1 IMF.

Figure 7.2-2 Yearly periodic IMF produced in stage H1 from Escalante Utah high temp dataset

We can use this figure to calculate the approximate period of the oscillation. Using the
two points identified in the figure the 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐻1 can easily be determined:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐻1 = 5167 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 − 4794 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐻1 = 373 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑜𝑟 ~1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

(7.2-1)
(7.2-2)

This shows that the H1 IMF represents the annual cycle. Earlier IMFs represent cycles
shorter than one year, but may indicate noise or other random (or potentially non-random)
periodic processes in the data.
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The I1 IMF shows another period that could be representative of a physical cycle. The
time period for the I1 IMF is a little less than 4 years, which is about the same as that for the El
Niño weather cycle that usually ranges from 4-7 years (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration 2014). Figure 7.2-3 shows the I1 IMF with two data points used to determine the
period.

Figure 7.2-3 Initial El Niño periodic cycles recognized from resultant IMF for Escalante Utah high temp
dataset

The period for the oscillation in the I1 IMF (𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐼1 ) is:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐼1 = 5680 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 − 4423 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐼1 = 1257 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑜𝑟 ~3.5 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

(7.2-3)
(7.2-4)

The J1 IMF also has a frequency within the range of the El Niño weather cycle with a
period of approximately five years. Since the decomposition is based on an empirical process, it
is at times difficult to assign a specific physical process to a given IMF. Figure 7.2-4 shows the
J1 IMF with two data points selected to determine the period length. For these data, either the I1
or J1 component could be a result of El Niño, or it may be a combination. Though not done for
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this study, historic El Niño records could be used to determine which component provides the
best match.

Figure 7.2-4 Refined El Niño periodic cycles defined through IMF computation of Escalante Utah high temp
dataset

The 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐽1 for the J1 IMF is calculated as:

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐽1 = 6769 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 − 4942 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐽1 = 1827 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑜𝑟 ~5 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

(7.2-5)
(7.2-6)

The K1 IMF has periods that are characteristic of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation weather
pattern that has a period between 15-30 years (Mantua 1997). Figure 7.2-5 shows the K1 IMF
with the two data points selected to calculate the period length, which is approximately 18 years.
However, as can be seen in the figure, the period in the K1 IMF is quite variable, being shorter in
the earlier years and longer towards the end of the data set.
The final IMF, L1, is the underlying long-term trend for the high temperature records in
Escalante Utah over the last fifty years. Figure 7.2-6 shows the L1 IMF. The long-term trend is
upward indicating warming temperature trend of a little over 2 degrees in 50 years at this station.
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Figure 7.2-5 Characteristic period lengths for Pacific Decadal Oscillation recognized from resultant IMF
from Escalante Utah high temp dataset

Figure 7.2-6 Final resultant IMF produced for Escalante Utah high temp dataset

(7.2-7)

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 ∆𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝐿1 = 21.07℃ − 18.74℃

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 ∆𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝐿1 = 2.33℃ (𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑)

(7.2-8)

The last four IMFs, I1, J1, K1, and L1 are all increasing towards the end of the data set.
This shows that the upward trend in the original data set appears larger than the actual trend. We
expect these periodic IMFs, I1, J1, and K1 to decrease in the future, decreasing the apparent
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trend in the full data set. We expect the long-term trend to continue. Figure 7.2-7 shows these
last four IMFs to illustrate this point.

Figure 7.2-7 Final four EMD/IMF iterations all exhibiting warming trends at the end of the series

7.3

Escalante Low Temperature Data
Analyzing the low temperature data results for Escalante Utah provided much of the

same outcome as did the high temperature data series as was expected. The sifting process for
this data series was performed in the same manner as for the high temperature. For this data set
the IMFs are designated A2 through N2. As discussed before the data in the first stage, A1, are
the original daily low temperature data. Figure 7.3-1 shows the IMFs that resulted from the
decomposition of the Escalante daily minimum temperature data.
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Figure 7.3-1 IMF results from the decomposition for Escalante Utah daily minimum temp dataset
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H2 is the first prominent time period that does not appear to be noise or random
processes. H2 represents the yearly period found within the data and is shown in Figure 7.3-2.

Figure 7.3-2 Yearly periodic cycles depicted as a resultant IMF computed using Escalante Utah low temp
dataset

The period calculation using points shown in the figure is:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐻2 = 5189 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 − 4802 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐻2 = 387 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑜𝑟 ~1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

(7.3-1)
(7.3-2)

In the following IMF, I2, we notice that the IMF represents about a four-year period. This
result was the expected result for a potential “El Niño,” weather cycle that is know to include 2-7
year southern oscillation cycles (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 2014).
Figure 7.3-3 shows a detailed plot of the I2 IMF as well as two points used to determine the
period of approximately 4.13 years.
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Figure 7.3-3 El Niño periodic cycles recognized with the IMF results for Escalante Utah low temp dataset

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐼2 = 13330 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 − 11820 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝐻2 = 1510 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑜𝑟 ~4.13 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

(7.3-3)
(7.3-4)

The IMF M2 is again consistent with the Pacific Decadal Oscillation weather pattern,
which generally has a period between 15-30 years (Mantua 1997). The difference compared to
the high temp results is that the periodic nature is much more stable. Because of this we are able
to define the correct oscillation period for the site even though high temperature data were not
represented as definitively. Figure 7.3-4 shows the M2 IMF with two data points to compute the
period length of about 26 years.
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑀2 = 10140 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 − 684 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑀2 = 9456 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑜𝑟 ~26 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

(7.3-5)
(7.3-6)

The final IMF, N2, represents the trend over the 60 years. The overall trend for the daily

minimum temperatures is similar to that from the daily maximum temperatures with a slight
warming trend. The daily minimum trend shows warming of about 2.2 degrees Celsius over 60
years as shown in Figure 6.1.2-5 below.
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Figure 7.3-4 Pacific Decadal Oscillation weather cycles determined through IMF results for Escalante Utah
low temp dataset

Figure 7.3-5 End resultant IMF for Escalante Utah low temp dataset

To present our final IMF findings in mathematical format we have included the following
computations to describe the temperature change over the entire data series.
(7.3-7)

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 ∆𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑁2 = 3.193℃ − 1.013℃

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 ∆𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑁2 = 2.18℃ (𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑)
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(7.3-8)

7.4

Escalante Results Conclusion
The analysis of the Escalante results demonstrates how the various IMFs might be

correlated with physical processes. This example introduced the vertical plotting technique as
our standard for initial examination of the data. This helps to identify the point in the sifting
process where noise had been cancelled out of the signal. These resultant IMF structures can then
be studied to determine if they correlate with known periodic events. This information provided
will help us to recognize when expected cycles are likely to enter each study location that will
invariably affect the temperature in the manner predicted within these models.

7.5

Long-Term Trend per Location
To categorize the long-term trends for all the stations analyzed, we used MATLAB to

determine amount of change in degrees for each long-term trend computed. Figure 7.5-1 shows
the code created for this task, minus the initial call of the files from the directory. A full version
of this code has been placed in Appendix A.2.

Figure 7.5-1 Code to calculate the long-term trend over the entire data series
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These results helped us to identify the long-term rate of change for each dataset. The
results from this code must then be moved out of MATLAB. To complete this task the code
shown in Figure 7.5-2 creates a comma separated value (csv) file.

Figure 7.5-2 Short script to create comma separated value file from the matrix manufactured in Figure 7.5-1

MATLAB may produce a warning message when using this code, although the code still
generates the comma separated value file. Normally this message will appear because the
MATLAB and Microsoft Excel systems have not been linked to open files from the other. When
the file is created it will be placed in the same working directory that the script is called from
within MATLAB.
The results are provided in Table 7.5-1. The formatting for the table is defined as follows
with results for both high and low temperature series:
•

Cells highlighted in green are negative trends, or a cooling trends, for the series

•

Cells highlighted in yellow are positive, or warming trends, for the series

•

Cells highlighted in red are outliers or have potential problems due to missing
data or potential errors in the data
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Table 7.5-1 Change in temperature per location over 60 years for both high and low temperature series
calculated from the long-term trend as shown in Figure 7.5-1

In Table 7.5-1 some of the results are not reasonable because of various errors discussed
previously
Table 7.5-1 was used to develop Table 7.5-2 with outlier data points deleted and
normalized (Scale 0-1). Again, results are identified as red for warming trend and blue for
cooling trend. The high-temperature normalized data were plotted on proportional point maps in
Figure 7.5-3 and the low-temperature data in Figure 7.5-4.
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Table 7.5-2 Normalized averages for each location
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Figure 7.5-3 Proportional point map high temperature analysis
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Figure 7.5-4 Proportional point map low temperature analysis
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Analyzing the two maps we recognize that the locations around Salt Lake City, Utah are
almost all considered warming. This may be the result of urban heat island effect. This is
particularly evident in the low temperature map, which may suggest the heat being trapped in the
cityscape. Another consideration is that Southern Utah sites seem to all be about the same size.
Using Figure 7.5-4 we identified an area in the lower right portion of the map for further
analysis. This was done to discuss the apparent correlation between the three similar sites
(Canyonlands, Blanding, Bluff). Figure 7.5-5 depicts these four locations and elevations. This
map shows that three of the sites, Canyonlands the Needle, Blanding, and Bluff all have very
similar long-term trends. These sites are in similar locations. The Cedar Point site has a much
smaller long-term change even though it is in the same region and has a similar elevation. It is a
rural site, located near a field. The other three sites are located in small towns. We could not
identify the reason for the difference, though irrigation might be one factor.

Figure 7.5-5 Similarities temperature change
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Using the proportional point maps we gain insight for each location. This insight also
allows a rough cluster analysis to examine data sites that correlate.

7.6

Long-Term Trend Significance Compared to Other Methods
This section compares the long-term trends identified with EMD/IMF with trends in the

data identified using linear regression analysis. Linear regression (polyfit and moving average)
produces an equation for the regression line-determining slope for the time series.
The calculated slope for Escalante Utah, high temperature records, is equal to a warming
trend of 1.735℃. The EMD/IMF result is a warming trend equal to 2.07℃ using spline
interpolation. Minimal variance is identified in this comparison. Figure 7.6-1 shows the linear
regression line fit to the spline interpolated data. The total change is very similar, however, the
EMD/IMF trend shows changes over time, while the linear trend (by definition) is linear. This is
discussed below.

Figure 7.6-1 Linear "polyfit" trend line imposed onto interpolated Escalante high data
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Equation 7.6-1 was produced for the entire spline interpolated data set.
(7.6-1)

𝑦 = 0.0001 ∗ 𝑥 + 18.008

The selected starting and stopping points for the linear regression line analysis can

contribute to variance. This variance often is the result of underlying trends that are not
identified. Identifying these underlying trends is a justification for using EMD/IMF.
The long-term trend identified using the EMD/IMF approach shows two apparently
different regions. We applied regression line fitting to these two different portions of the time
series; the first is from day 1 through day 9,862 (27 years), the second is from day 9,862 through
day 17,350 (20 years).
Figure 7.6-2(a) illustrates the first period for Escalante. With these data we have
computed the equation corresponding to the polyfit. Equation 7.6-2 was produced for the first
period.
(7.6-2)

𝑦 = −0.0001 ∗ 𝑥 + 18.891

A polyfit is now applied to the second period (Record 10,000-17,350 days). Figure 7.62(c) shows the result computed using the polyfit equation. The polyfit equation derived from the
second period is equation 7.6-3.
(7.6-3)

𝑦 = 0.0001 ∗ 𝑥 + 18.891

We made EMD/IMF results for the same two periods as outlined for the polyfit data

(Figure 7.6-2 (a) and Figure 7.6-2 (c)). The EMD/IMF long-term trends over these two periods
are shown in Figure 7.6-2(b) (first 27 years) and Figure 7.6-2(d) (second 20 years).
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Figure 7.6-2 Escalante interpolated high data comparison for both periods

Figure 7.6-3 shows all six data sets. Figure 7.6-3(a) depicts the EMD/IMF results for both
periods compared to the entire time series. Figure 7.6-3(b) represents the polyfit lines being
imposed onto the spline interpolated data. These figures verify the close correlation of the data
processed. This correlation can be seen in the Figure 7.6-3(a) in that the first period IMF is
basically flat. This behavior follows that of the first half of the final IMF.
Figure 7.6-4 shows the correlation by combining resultants onto one graph. From this
graph we identify the general trend of the data. The trend developed is comparable between
methods with minimal variance. This lack of variance with multiple computing methods
substantiates our findings.
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Figure 7.6-3 Escalante interpolated high data comparison by method analyzed

Figure 7.6-4 Escalante high temperature comparison for each method
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The results confirm polyfit analysis and EMD/IMF are comparable. However, the polyfit
data averaging through the time series does not identify two separate periods, though if the
periods are know, the linear regression fit describe the trends.
We also used a moving average and compared the results to the EMD/IMF results. The
moving average was imposed onto the spline interpolated high data from Escalante Utah. The
window size for the moving average was 365 days or one year.
The EMD/IMF produced a warming trend equal to 2.07℃. The moving average produced
a warming trend equal to 1.74℃. Figure 7.6-7 illustrates the moving average trend line produced.
Equation 7.6-4 was produced from the moving average.
(7.6-4)

𝑦 = 0.0001 ∗ 𝑥 + 18.008

Figure 7.6-5 Escalante interpolated high data record with one year moving average
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8

FUTURE WORK

8.1

Recommendations
This research evaluated the feasibility of using the EMD algorithm to study data sets in

the State of Utah. This work was successful and showed how these techniques can be used to
break a temperature series into individual components which may be correlated with various
physical processes. As part of this research we calculated the long-term temperature trends at 52
different stations with at least 60 years of data. We used these trends to determine the magnitude
of change over this time period and group the stations in those that had warmed and those that
had cooled. This work shows promise. As a result of this work, we have identified a number of
different areas where this analysis could be extended or applied.
•

Use the results from this research to study the relationship between urban and rural sites
using cluster analysis techniques.
o Determine correlations, if any, within the EMD/IMF results that would
identify urban heat island effects.

•

Data reconstruction using the EMD/IMF
o This process would increase accuracy and solve missing data inputting
errors.

•

Apply this study to broader data sets
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o The process has now been defined and modeled, which alleviates initial
time cost/process setup considerations.
o Use this method for other datasets.


This includes any time series data of interest such as flow, snow
melt, turbidity, and water quality
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9

CONCLUSION

This research applied Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) method to Utah temperature
data to characterize underlying long-term trends. We evaluated 52 stations with approximately
60 years or more of data and demonstrated that the EMD procedure can identify periodic cycles
and other anomalies. The project was successful and demonstrated the use of this technique on
temperature data. This work presents us with several additional advantages that can guide future
research breaking time series data into components to differentiate trends and ascertain
inconsistencies.
Our research shows the successful decomposition of time series data using empirical
methods based upon the data, rather than being required to choose basis functions a priori. Using
Escalante as an example, we identified periodic cycles using EMD/IMF decomposition in
addition to long-term trends. We also analyzed long-term trends for all 52 datasets that were
ground into 4 different types. We summarized these trends in a table showing the change in
temperature over the 60-year study period. Knowledge of these trends helps to understand longterm processes such as climate change, development, or other processes that could influence
temperature.
This research was successful and we identified several areas in which it could be extended.
To include data reconstruction for time periods missing data. This analysis tool can be applied to
various other time series records. For example, it could be used to analyze flow data in a river
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separating the effects of dams or other regulatory structures from natural flow. This method
could streamline examinations of other water quality data. The additional knowledge of the
periodic fluctuation has enormous potential in such areas as snow melt analysis and dam
spillway discharge. Identifying these cyclic oscillations may define the causes or drivers helping
to understand the entirety of the system.
In conclusion we used EMD to distinguish long-term temperature trends. This provides
awareness and support to better evaluate the extremities of climate change. Using these methods
we will be able to define many new aspects of nonlinear and nonstationary data. This method can
now be transferred to future studies supporting information datasets to provide accurate and
precise outcomes.
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APPENDIX A.

MATLAB CODE

A.1 Base MATLAB Code

73

A.2 Degrees Per Year Code

74

A.3

IMF Extraction Code

75

A.4

IMF Collection Code

76

A.5

Plot All IMF Results and Save as PNG Code

77

A.6 Auto-Spectral Analysis (using Blackman Tukey) Code

78

A.7

Cross Spectral Analysis Code

79

A.8

Alternate Base Code Option

80

APPENDIX B

DAT-FILE MAP

81

82

APPENDIX C.

C.1

RESULTING IMF BY LOCATION

Alta Utah

C.1.1 High Temperature IMF Results for Alta Utah

83
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C.1.2 Low Temperature IMF Results for Alta Utah
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C.2

Alpine Utah

C.2.1 High Temperature IMF Results for Alpine Utah
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C.2.2 Low Temperature IMF Results for Alpine Utah
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C.3

Altamont Utah

C.3.1 High Temperature IMF Results for Altamont Utah
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C.3.2 Low Temperature IMF Results for Altamont Utah
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C.4

Beaver Canyon Utah

C.4.1 High Temperature IMF Results for Beaver Canyon Utah
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C.4.2 Low Temperature IMF Results for Beaver Canyon Utah
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C.5

Black Rock Utah

C.5.1 High Temperature IMF Results for Black Rock Utah
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C.5.2 Low Temperature IMF Results for Black Rock Utah
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C.6

Blanding Utah

C.6.1 High Temperature IMF Results for Blanding Utah
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C.7
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C.8
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C.11 Castle Dale Utah
C.11.1 High Temperature Results for Castle Dale Utah
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C.11.2 Low Temperature IMF Results for Castle Dale Utah
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Cedar Point Utah

C.12.1 High Temperature IMF Results for Cedar Point Utah
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C.12.2 Low Temperature IMF Results for Cedar Point Utah
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C.13.2 Low Temperature IMF Results for Cottonwood Weir Utah
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C.15.2 Low Temperature IMF Results for Delta Utah
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